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Abstract
In this paper we describe a novel replay detection system for the
ASVspoof 2019 challenge. The objective of this challenge is to
distinguish arbitrarily audio files from bona fide or spoofing at-
tacks, where spoofing attacking includes replay attacks, text-to-
speech and voice conversions. Our replay detection system is a
pipeline system with three aspects: feature engineering, DNN
models, and score fusion. Firstly, logspec is extracted as input
features according to previous research works where spectrum
augmentation is applied during training stage to boost perfor-
mance under limited training data. Secondly, DNN models part
includes three major models: SEnet, DenseNet, and our pro-
posed model, channel consistency DenseNeXt, where binary
cross entropy loss and center loss are applied as training objec-
tives. Finally, score fusion is applied to all three DNN models
in order to obtain primary system results. The experiment re-
sults show that for our best single system, channel consistency
DenseNeXt, t-DCF and EER are 0.0137 and 0.46% on physi-
cal access evaluation set respectively. The performance of pri-
mary system obtains 0.00785 and 0.282% in terms of t-DCF
and EER respectively. This is a 96.8% improvement compared
to the baseline system CQCC-GMM and it achieves state-of-
the-art performance in PA challenge.
Index Terms: Replay detection, ASVspoof, automatic speaker
verification, spectrum augmentation

1. Introduction
Automatic speaker verification (ASV) system is aiming to ver-
ify whether voice is matching to the target speaker. Recently
ASV attracts more and more attentions in many real-world ap-
plications such as phone unlocking, credit card business, secu-
rity checking etc. [1, 2], where various ASV technologies have
been applied, for example, Gaussian mixture models (GMM)
[3], i-vectors [4], x-vectors [5], DNN models [6, 7]. As the
number of ASV applications grows, numerous researchers point
out the vulnerability of ASV systems to spoofing attacks [8, 9],
especially text-to-speech (TTS) [10] and voice conversion (VC)
[11] could produce very realistic audios and pass ASV check-
ing, as a result these new technologies bring tremendous chal-
lenges to anti-spoof tasks.

There are three ASVspoof challenges until now, the
ASVspoof challenge 2015 contains various kinds of TTS and
VS attacks, while replay attacks are covered in the ASVspoof
challenge 2017 [12, 13]. The ASVspoof challenge 2019 [14]
not only includes previous test cases, but also is further pro-
moted, like updating VC and TTS using state-of-the-art meth-
ods, applying different quality and distance of replay attacks
and re-defining the evaluation metrics. There are two major
tasks for ASVspoof challenge 2019, one is known as physical
access (PA), where it includes three different quality and three
different distance replay attacks, the other is called logical ac-

cess (LA) which contains more than ten types of different TTS
and VS, including the state-of-the-art ones.

For ASVspoof challenge 2019 tasks, most researches can
be categorized mainly into two categories. First category is fea-
ture engineering [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], including
constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC), linear frequency cep-
stral coefficients (LFCCs), Mel-filter frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (MFCCs), inverted Mel-filter frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (IMFCCs), group delay (GD) gram and X-vector embed-
ding as the inputs. Second category is model engineering which
includes statistical model and neural networks, for example in
[24], adversarial attack is applied in detecting spoofing attacks,
[25] explores the performance of squeeze-excitation and resid-
ual networks (SEnet), end-to-end DNN model is used in [26],
and [27] reveals the anti-spoofing results of raw audio inputs
with SincNet and VGG networks.

In this paper, we built a DNN model to further explore
anti-spoofing problems based on log power magnitude spec-
tra (logspec) for ASVspoof challenge 2019, our contributions
consist of mainly three parts. Firstly, spectrum augmentation
[28] and DenseNet network [29] are firstly introduced in this
work for ASVspoof challenge. Secondly, we propose a novel
model based on modification and combination of DenseNet and
ResNeXt [30], named as channel consistency DenseNeXt in
this work, it reduces both parameters and computing power by
half but remains relatively the same performance compared with
DenseNet. Lastly, our primary fusion system presents a 96.8%
relative improvement compared to CQCC-GMM baseline and
outperforms other team in public ranking board in PA challenge
according to [14].

The content of this paper is organized as the following. Sec-
tion 2 demonstrates the details of feature engineering, spectrum
augmentation, DNN models that include our proposed channel
consistency DenseNeXt as well as score fusion. Section 3 con-
tains brief description of baseline systems and experimental se-
tups. Section 4 presents overall results from baseline system,
DNN models and other researchers’ works. Finally, the conclu-
sion of this paper is drawn in section 5.

2. Methods

In this section, we first describe feature engineering, where
logspec is introduced and used as inputs, and we also briefly
introduce MFCC, CQCC and LFCC, where CQCC and LFCC
are considered as official baseline. Then we explain details of
three different DNN models used in our primary system, includ-
ing our proposed channel consistency DenseNeXt. Finally we
describe spectrum augmentation and score fusion strategy used
for the primary system.
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2.1. Feature Engineering

Logspec: Kaldi tool-kit [31] is used to extract unified feature
maps of logspec based on previous work [32, 25], the utterances
are firstly extended to multiple of 400 frames, each segment has
a final shape of (400, 257), where 400 belongs to time domain
and 257 is frequency domain with 512 fast Fourier transform
(FFT) bins, each segment overlaps 200 frames which is same to
[32, 25]. As suggested, we do not apply voice activity detec-
tion (VAD) or any normalisation. Moreover, the score of one
utterance is averaged by all segments for testing and evaluation.
MFCC: Apart from logspec, we use Kaldi tool-kit to ex-
tract Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) with window
length of 25ms and window shifts of 10ms. Hamming win-
dow is used and total 23 Mel coefficients are calculated with
frequency range lies between 0 to 8000Hz. Normalisation and
VAD are not used for MFCC which are same as logspec.
CQCC: The constant Q transform (CQT) was initially pro-
posed for music processing where higher frequency resolution
at lower frequency and higher temporal resolution at higher fre-
quency. Constant Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC) provides bet-
ter performance based on CQT, more details can be found in
[15].
LFCC: The detail of linear frequency cepstral coefficients
(LFCC) can be found in [33], the extraction process of LFCC is
like MFCC but with triangular shape filters.

2.2. DNN models

Remarkable performance for anti-spoofing tasks have been
achieved by using DNN models in previous research works
[23, 25, 26, 27], so we first introduce SEnet34 [34] as one of
our baseline systems, then we introduce DenseNet that is firstly
employed to anti-spoofing tasks for ASVspoof 2019 challenge,
finally we describe our proposed model, channel consistency
DenseNeXt which further improves DenseNet.

2.2.1. SEnet

The most contribution of SEnet with squeeze-and-excitation
blocks [34] is that it achieves decent performance boosting in
the cost of little increase of parameters. In this work, we have
implemented SEnet34 as in [25] where it gives the best result
over all other single systems. We train this model with logspec
and 64 channels.

2.2.2. DenseNet

We follow the previous work [29] in computer vision and imple-
ment DenseNet with three dense blocks. As Figure 1 illustrates,
each dense block contains multiple of bottleneck blocks, and
each of bottleneck block includes two convolutional layers with
kernel size 1 and 3 respectively. Transition layer includes one
convolutional layer and one average pooling layer with stride
equals two. Layer batch-norm and leaky-ReLU are applied to
all convolutional layer. At the end, outputs of two fully con-
nected layers are used for center loss [35] and cross-entropy
(CE) loss calculation.

2.2.3. Channel consistency DenseNeXt

Despite the tremendous success of DenseNet in computer vi-
sion, however, due to the growing numbers of bottleneck layers
and growth of feature maps in DenseNet, parameters and com-
puting power increase rapidly, eventually this brings memory-
consuming problem and limits the depth of dense blocks. To

Figure 1: The structure of DenseNet used in this work, all con-
volutional layers are followed by batch-norm layer and leaky-
ReLU, padding is used if kernel size is not 1. Transition layer
contains one convolutional layer and one average pooling layer.

Figure 2: The difference of DenseNet and DenseNeXt is the
dense block part, where the dense block contains multiple bot-
tleneck layers in DenseNet, while in DenseNeXt the Dense block
is subsitiuded by channel consistency block consisting of multi-
ple top and bottom modules.

overcome this problem, we propose a novel structure to replace
the original dense blocks. As Figure 2 illustrates, stacked bottle-
neck layers are replaced by multiple of top and bottom modules,
the detail of top and bottom module is presented in Figure 3. In-
spired by the work of [30], we place four parallel convolutional
layers within the middle of module, the purpose of these paral-
lel layers is to reduce the total computing power. The structure
of SE block is identical to [34] where two fully connected lay-
ers and sigmoid are applied. Only bottom modules have the
first convolutional layer, which is named channel reduction in
the Figure 3, the rest parts are identical to both top and bot-
tom modules. Hence instead of using stacked bottleneck layers
in DenseNet, the dense block in DenseNeXt contains four top
modules in sequence and then following with four bottom mod-
ules. The feature maps of input data into every top and bottom
modules are increasing, because reduction layer in bottom mod-
ule reduces twice the number of feature maps than increased in
top module, total number of feature maps are decreased in each
top module. Using reduction layer can integrate information
where network learned and reduce total parameters. Eventu-
ally, when the number of top and bottom layers keeps consis-
tent, the numbers of input features maps and output features
maps of each dense block will be exactly same. In summary,
firstly less feature maps are used in DenseNeXt comparing with
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Figure 3: The structure of bottom modules used in DenseNeXt,
in contrast to top modules, the bottom modules contain the spe-
cial convolutional layer (marked as channel reduction), the rest
parts are identical to top and bottom modules.

DenseNet, secondly applying parallel convolutional layers fur-
ther reduces total computing power used, finally using SE block
will boost performance in cost of few parameters. Consequently
this channel consistency DenseNeXt explicitly keeps the simi-
lar of network depth within each dense block and reduces both
total parameters and computing powers.

2.3. Spectrum Augmentation

Inspired by masking in [36, 28], a certain percentage of logspec
features are masked during training stage. In this work, a con-
tinuous 30-dimensions out of 257 feature dimensions are ran-
domly selected and set to 0 for each mini-batch. We believe
that by doing so, it can increase the model generalisation per-
formance with limited training data.

2.4. Score Fusion

For the primary system, we average the scores over different
models as we find that each model could overfit some part
of training dataset, score averaging strategy is very beneficial
to final performance. The primary system contains the scores
from three models: SEnet34, DenseNet and channel consis-
tency DenseNeXt. Because the performance of SEnet34 is
worse than the other two models, we first half SEnet34 scores
and then average all three models.

3. Experimental Setups
3.1. Baseline System

The official baseline system of CQCC-GMM and LFCC-GMM
are extracted followed by official script. Both features include
static, delta and delta delta coefficients [15]. GMM [3] contains
two mixtures with 512 dimensions of each mixture.

3.2. Experimental Setup

3.2.1. Dataset and Evaluation metrics

Physical Access: There are 5400 bona fide audios and nine
types of different distance and quality replay attacks, where
there are 54000 audios in total for training. There are total
29700 and 134730 audios in development and evaluation set
respectively.
Logical Access: Training set contains 2580 bona fide audios
and 22800 faked audios made from six different TTS and VS
technologies, where same technologies are used in development
set with 24844 audios in total, including bona fide ones. How-
ever extra 13 unknown types of spoofing are involved in evalu-
ation set with total 71273 audios.
Evaluation metrics: Our goal is to minimise normalized tan-
dem decision cost function (t-DCF) and equal error rate (EER)
defined by organizer [37], an official evaluation script is pro-
vided by organizer and it is used to verify performance for all
results.

3.2.2. Network Optimization

For each dense block in DenseNet, 11 layers of bottleneck
layers, or total 22 convolutional layers are used. The num-
bers of top and bottom modules used in channel consistency
DenseNeXt are both 4 in each block, so there are 24 convolu-
tional layers in total. Initial feature maps are set to 8 and the
growth rate is set to 4 for both networks, the reduction rate of
SE block is set to 4 instead of 16 in DenseNeXt because we set
initial feature maps to 8. The configuration of SEnet34 is the
same as in [34]. Adam optimizer is applied with β1 = 0.9 and
β2 = 0.98 for all three models. Meanwhile 1e-4 of weight decay
rate is applied to reduce the overfitting problem. Moreover, the
learning rate is initially set to 5e-4 and lately adjusted according
to accuracy of testing set, to be specific, we used ReduceLROn-
Plateau API in Pytorch to adjust learning rate where metric is
testing accuracy, mode is set to ’max’ and patience is set to 5,
therefore learning rate will be reduced by factor 2-10 as soon
as testing set accuracy is not reaching new maximum after 5
epochs.

The output dimension of last second fully-connected layer
is set to 128 and it is used in center loss calculation accord-
ing to [35], the output of last fully-connected layer is 2 which
stands for bona fide or spoofing. The total loss is a combination
of two losses where weight ratio between CE loss and center
loss is 20:1. We train all DNN models for 100 epoch and keep
one model with the lowest t-DCF tested on development set.
It is worth mentioning that we used stride step of one in first
convolutional layer rather than two in DenseNet and our pro-
posed model, this is because we find that it is harmful to final
performance with early reduction of input dimensions through
experiments, although this increases computing power signifi-
cantly. Fortunately we manage to reduce total computing power
through other ways.

4. Results and Discussion
In this section we evaluate both baseline system CQCC-GMM
and LFCC-GMM with script prepared from the organizer. The
results of logspec over SEnet34, DenseNet and DenseNeXt are
also measured and presented. In order to show the difference
between our proposed model and other models, we calculate
the parameters and computing power of each model. Moreover,
we test different features including CQCC, MFCC and logspec
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Table 1: Results on unified feature maps of logspec over dif-
ferent models. The word ’masked’ denotes that spectrum aug-
mentation is applied during training stage. Other models are
trained without spectrum augmentation in default.

System PA development PA evaluation
t-DCF EER t-DCF EER

CQCC-GMM 0.195 9.87 0.245 11.04
LFCC-GMM 0.255 11.96 0.302 13.54
SEnet34(A) 0.0305 1.185 0.0509 1.929
DenseNet 0.0146 0.556 0.0243 0.890

masked DenseNet(B) 0.0118 0.447 0.0182 0.657
DenseNeXt 0.0116 0.462 0.0197 0.736

masked DenseNeXt(C) 0.0082 0.314 0.0137 0.465
Fusion(B+C) 0.0051 0.185 0.0091 0.310

Fusion(A+B+C) 0.0042 0.152 0.00785 0.282

Table 2: Results of performance on three models in terms of
parameters and computing power. The units of parameters and
flops are kilo and giga.

System Parameters(k) flops(G)
SEnet34 22635 7.82

DenseNet 171 7.16
DenseNeXt 82 3.53

on the same model for the ASVspoof tasks. Finally results of
logical access over three DNN models are presented in the end.

4.1. Results on Logspec

Table 1 shows the results on baseline systems and DNN mod-
els based on logspec, the fusion system is a combination of
SEnet34, DenseNet and DenseNeXt where the score of SEnet34
is halved. Our proposed single system (DenseNeXt) shows the
best performance over other systems and gains a relative 94.4%
improvement compared to baseline system CQCC-GMM on
evaluation set in terms of t-DCF. Meanwhile, we compare
the impact of applying spectrum augmentation during training
stage. It can be seen that spectrum augmentation increases the
generalization and produces a less overfiting model where t-
DCF is further reduced by 28%. Table 2 shows the total param-
eter numbers and computing power of each model. It is clear
that our proposed model achieves 50% reduction of parameters
and computing power while yields better result than DenseNet.

4.2. Results on Different Features

As we have shown the best single system in this work is channel
consistency DenseNeXt according to Table 1, in order to verify
the effect of using different features, we choose three different
features trained on the same model to compare the performance,
the results are presented in Table 3. Obviously, logspec outper-
forms other features with giant performance gap for ASVspoof
tasks.

Table 3: Results of different features on DenseNeXt model in
terms of t-DCF and EER, no spectrum augmentation applied.

DenseNeXt PA development PA evaluation
t-DCF EER t-DCF EER

CQCC 0.1741 7.486 0.2480 10.210
MFCC 0.1222 4.353 0.1393 4.976
logspec 0.0116 0.462 0.0197 0.736

Table 4: The ASVspoof 2019 PA scenario evaluation results of
our primary system and other teams [14]

ASVspoof 2019 PA scenario
ID t-DCF EER

Ours 0.00785 0.28
T28 0.0096 0.39
T45 0.0122 0.54
T44 0.0161 0.59
T10 0.0168 0.66
T24 0.0215 0.77
T53 0.0219 0.88
T17 0.0266 0.96

Table 5: Results for logical access. Unified feature maps of
logspec are extracted for DNN models, the score of a whole
utterance is the average score for all belonging segments.

System LA development LA evaluation
t-DCF EER t-DCF EER

CQCC-GMM 0.066 2.71 0.212 8.09
SEnet34(A) 0.000 0.00 0.202 9.94
DenseNet(B) 0.000 0.00 0.187 6.78

DenseNeXt(C) 0.000 0.04 0.202 8.63
Fusion(A+B+C) 0.000 0.00 0.119 4.46

4.3. Results Comparing with Previous works

Table 4 shows the results of our primary system and other re-
search works give by [14], apparently our primary system out-
performs other models that achieves the new state-of-the-art re-
sult, where it further decreases the t-DCF by relative 18% when
compared with team T28. Furthermore, the performance of our
best single system shows the potential over other fusion sys-
tems. Table 5 shows results for logical access, the t-DCF of
primary system beats the baseline while single system gets the
slightly better performance compared to baseline systems.

5. Conclusions
In this work we further explore the potential of DNN models for
anti-spoofing tasks. We evaluate three DNN models, SEnet34,
DenseNet as well as channel consistency DenseNeXt, over uni-
fied feature maps of logspec. The experimental results show
that spectrum augmentation is beneficial and further reduces
t-DCF. We compare our proposed model channel consistency
DenseNeXt with DenseNet in terms of parameters and com-
puting power, it is shown that our proposed model is able to
gain performance improvement with less parameters and com-
puting power. We also investigate different features trained on
the same model, including MFCC, CQCC and logspec. Exper-
imental results show the robustness of logspec over other fea-
tures for anti-spoofing tasks. Our single and primary systems
dramatically improve the result of t-DCF and EER over both
development and evaluation of PA dataset for ASVspoof 2019
challenge.
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